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FORWARD

This booklet was prepared for customers and staff of Neptune
Mountaineering in Boulder, Colorado and for the use of the
Colorado Mountain Club. Many of the suggestiohs from the
Colorado Mountain Club classes have been incorporated in this
publication. I hope it will be a useful tool and an inspiration to
everyone interested in skiing the Nor-way.
Many thanks to everyone who helped with this publication,
especially Jean Foster for her endless re-typing and Pete
Birkeland for his suggestions and editing.
·

"'Gary Neptune
© Gary Neptune, October 2012
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"Where can one find a healthier and purer delight than when on a brilliant winter day one binds one's 'ski' to
one's feet and takes one's way out into the forest? "
- Fritjof Nansen
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INTRODUCTION

"As soon as man binds long pieces of wood to the feet he conquers the
birds in their flight the swiftest running dogs and the reindeer that
run twice as fast as the deer."
- From The King's Mirror

a13th century Norwegian book.

Some of the oldest remnants of ski history exists in B01a,
Norway. For the Bela man (pictured to the right), skiing was
certainly not just a sport, it was a way of life. The B0la
skier did not invent skiing, for even older wooden skis
have been recovered from peat bogs in various parts of
Scandinavia and Russia.

Rock carving of a skier at Bala
by lake Snasa in the middle of
Norway. Maximum age about
6000years

Skis, often called snowshoes or Norwegian snowshoes until the 20th century (but called
skis in Norway long before that), differ from snowshoes in their ability to glide over
snow, and this is what makes them remarkably efficient for travel.
In 1891 the German edition of Nansen's First Crossing of Greenland unleashed "Nansen
Fever" in the Alpine countries. By 1894 the
first 3000m peak (Rauriser Sonnblick) had
been skied, and in 1897 Wilhelm Paulcke and
four companions made the first ski traverse
of the Bernese Oberland. In 1898 Oskar
Schuster and Henrich Moser climbed Monte
Rosa (15,203ft, 4634m), the first 4000m peak
ascended on skis. A ft er a number of attempts
(beginning in 1903) by various parties, the
classic High Level Route (Haute Route) was
traversed from Chamonix to
Zermatt in 1908. This tour included the first
winter ascent of the Dent Blanche along the
way. Since terrain in the Alps is steeper and
generally more difficult than that found in
Scandinavia, central Europeans had great
•.. .in Norway, even in the forests,
motivation to modify their Norwegian
snowshoes are never used except on the
horses"
equipment. Skis became shorter and bindings
- From Skiing, with a Chapter on
had to control the skis better. By WWI one
Snowshoeing by Ornulf Poulsen,
could find refined steel toe irons and
1924.
cable bindings, as well as adhesive skins,
harscheisen (ski crampons) and other anti
slip devices.
"I know no form of sport which so evenly develops the muscles, which renders the body so strong and
elastic, which teaches so well the qualities of dexterity and resource, which in an equal degree calls for
decision and resolution, and which gives the same vigor and exhilaration to mind and body alike."
- Fritjof Nansen
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EQUIPMENT
Skis
The first skis were made from a single piece of wood. In the late 1800's a really good
pair was very expensive; in Norway, about the price of a cow. This cost was related to
finding the best wood. Early attempts at lamination, which allows the use of cheaper
wood, were not successful due to a lack of waterproof glue. Once this problem had
been overcome (between WWI and WWII), most good skis produced were laminated,
and good skis became more affordable. After WWII manufactures added layers
of fiberglass, metal and plastic bases to laminated wood cores, producing even more
durable, water proof and faster skis. To this day, generally the most durable skis have
wood cores.
Cross country skis must do two rather contradictory things: go straight efficiently
and turn. No ski does everything equally well. The other thing skis must do, depending
on where one skis, is to float on soft snow. A wider ski will float best but will be
extremely difficult to edge with a soft boot. A ski with more than 65mm under foot
will not be easy to edge on hard snow with soft cross country boots.
"Downhill, the 'ski' slide readily and are left to themselves, the one thing necessary being to maintain
balance and steer clear of trees, rocks and precipices."
- Fritjof Nansen

What Helps Skis Turn?
Edges - It's not the steel edges that make skis turn. Steel
(or any hard material) edges were developed to reduce
wear. In the late 1920's, it was noticed during some icy
races in Austria that steel edges held well on ice and very
hard snow. They are a luxury, not a necessity for touring in
rolling terain. They are more useful as steepness increases.
If steel edges are too sharp (which most are when new),
they should be dulled a little. Steel edges can be dangerous
to pets, small children, and your own boots and trousers.
They also nick and break fiberglass poles.
Sidecut

Flex - This is the most important factor for turning in soft snow. An extreme Nordic
flex (see illustrations), while best for fast touring, can make a ski fairly difficult to turn
(see following discussion on flex).
Sidecut - The curve in the sides of skis (see picture on right) helps them turn. Its significance is greatest on hard snow. Sidecut is normally given as the difference between
the tip width and waist width although tail width is also important. "Shaped" skis with
curved sidecut were developed by the Telemarkers (people from the Telemark region
in Norway) in the mid 1800's. The outstanding figure of this group of skiers was Sondre
Norheim from Morgedal. At least one pair of his skis had a running surface very similar
to a giant slalom ski of the 1970's, although the long gentle tip gave an overall longer
length.
Grooves - These help a ski go straight. Groves slightly interfere with touring.
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Ski Flex - Nordic and Alpine
Alpine flex (sometimes referred to as "single camber") serves one purpose - turning.
Nordic flex (sometimes referred to as "double camber") is more complex because the
skis must tour well and still retain some turning ability. All Nordic flex skis combine and
compromise these abilities. Skis with Nordic flex are not necessarily very stiff.
When you support the tip and tail of a ski and press down where your foot would go, look
down the ski and observe the way the ski bends.
Camber is the curved space under an unweighted ski.
Note the secondary camber (sometimes called the "wax pocket") after pressure is
applied.

A

Front of ski actually
pushes ski back
<lown hill.
Slip

Nordic flex spreads load, climbs best and
supports weight best.
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Alpine flex slips more easily and does not carry
weight as well. It is excellent for turning.

EQUIPMENT
Selecting Your Nordic Touring Skis
Each brand and each model within a brand is engineered for different
users and uses. If you don't have access to a manufacturer's chart,
you can comfortably use the following method:
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The "old way".

The old way of
selecting your ski
length, by reaching
up, didn't work so
well for me.
I have extra long
arms and although
I'm only 5'7" tall I
bought 215cm skis
(mail order) which
meant I pretty
much couldn't turn.
After a friend of
mine broke them, I
bought the proper
200cm length.

1. Determine the range of ski lengths for the model you are
interested in.
2. Think about you weight compared to average. Use all adults
when you compare yourself. For instance, an average woman is
lighter than an average adult (all adults, both men and women).
3. If you are an average human, select a middle length ski. If you
are heavier than average, select a longer length, and so on.
4. You can make adjustments for the following additional factors:
- If your downhill skill level is below par, select shorter skis
than you did per #3 (above).
- If you ski difficult terrain such a steep slopes, twisty
trails, narrow trails, trails with a lot of obstacles or
hazards lurking near the track, then select shorter skis
than you did per #3 (above).
- If you are short for your weight (as i am), consider
selecting a shorter length than you did per #3 (above).
This will reduce the clumsiness of the skis.
- If yoLt are very tall for your weight you can select a longer
ski, but you probably won't benefit greatly from it.
Stiffness - Stiffness can vary along the length of a ski. Alpine and
Telemark skis that turn easily are typically easy to flatten and have
evenly distributed stiffness.
The stiffer midsection and overall stiffness of a Nordic cambered ski
supports a skier on loose snow for efficient touring. It helps the ski
go straight by distributing pressure over a longer area. It also helps
make better use of a full length wax or skins. In cold, dry, loose snow,
applying wax long (nearly the full length of the ski) works best. In firm
smooth tracks a shor ter wax application (in the center of the secondary camber zone or wax pocket) will suffice. You may notice that the
patterns in the bases of waxless skis are located in the wax pocket.
This is a compromise that works well in sticky snow but poorly in loose
dry snow. Unfortunately we can't adjust the length of the waxless ski
pattern (more about this later).
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Width - Wider skis will float better than narrow skis in soft snow, but they will be slow

and very difficult to edge with soft boots. The practical limit with soft boots is about
65mm under foot. This is the max width of Norwegian Army touring skis.
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-... mere 1s nornmg among rnmgs wnicn run upon rne race or The earrn wn1cn can oursrr1p
or escape the pursuit of that man who has boards beneath his feet... " (except maybe an
avalanche).
- Fritjof Nansen

Gaiters
Gaiters should really be considered part of your boots. They are necessary in the back
country unless your boot ankles seal really well, not so necessary at touring centers where
there isn't deep snow. They do not need to be long. They only need to seal the ankles
of the boots. Super heavy duty mountaineering models which need to be resistant to
crampons and rocks are very much overkill for Nordic ski touring and often don't
breathe well. Be sure your gaiters breathe or you'll have damp legs and wet feet.
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Boots
Boots are arguably your most important
purchase. Fitted poorly they can make ski
toµring an unfor'g ettably bad experience.
There 'ilre many cheap boots on the market
that will not provide the control you need.
For years, boots have been leather with
straight sided soles to fit snugly into the
bindings for good control. They are still argL1ably the best for Colorado backcountry,
although there are newer designs that successfully use mixes of plastic, leather, and
textiles. (;ood boots are expensive but they
are an excellent value. Cheap boots are not
a good value.
·

NNNBC on left

75mm on right

In the early?Os, the 75mm stcindcird was developed and still exists today. It isn't about
to go away anyti,tne soon because of military (NATO) needs. It is .a practical everyday
sort of standard. Modern 75mm boots have lug soles and are well suited for hiking rotjgh
terrain, peak bagging, etc. (Driving with 75mm boots can be ci problem however unless
you're il1 a military vehicle or big truck.) There are also all plastic 75mm boots. They
provide excellent ankle support but are too stiff for all around touring.
You should fit your touring boots like you would hiking boots, but maybe a bit bigger to
accomodate for warm socks. More socks will also provide more padding and help reduce
the risk of blistering.
For the b~st skiing performance where hiking rough terrain is not a factor, New Nordic
Norm Backcountry (NNNBC) or New Nordic Norm (NNN) can't be beat. These boots
are der.ived from racing equipment. With hinged
plastic ankles some of them provide downhill control superior to most leather boots. They tour far
better arid they are lighter. The only downside is
that they aren't as good for hiking - you can easily
ruin the soles on rqugh terrain. There are four
different racing based boot/binding systems on
the market"'" differences are small. These systems
are very strong and convenient. Buy high quality
boots. Solom~:m produces similar boots and bindings. Solomon and Rottefella are NOT interchangable. Currently (2012), there are no all-plastic
boots suitable for cross country skiing.
100 year old ski boots

(on displ<iy at Neptune Mountaineering)
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Cross Country Touring Bindings
"You do not mount bindings. That is for horses and sheep. You install bindings.u
- 12th century proverb

Cross country touring bindings offer easier heel lift than some of the
other 75mm Telemark bindings. Easier heel lift makes touring bindings
substantially better for covering distance. Three pin 75mm bindings
tour the best, but you must be careful to correctly engage the pins.
It helps to raise your heel as you clamp the toe bail.

,.

If you prefer not to fool with pin bindings and want more control, at the expense of
your touring performance, (you'll get less heel lift), use a cable binding. Some tour better than others.

Voile Telemark 3-pin

Voile 3-pin with removeable cable

Rottef ella NNNBC

. Requirements of a Good Fastening

What, then, are the requirements of a good fastening?
They may be ennumerated as follows:
1. strong,
2. light,
3. compact,
4. easily repaired,
5. such that the foot is secured
to the ski in a peculiar manner
to be presently descrJbed,
6. easily put on and taken off,
7. cheap and
8. comfortable
1913 Bergendahl Binding
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- From "SKI-ING for Beginners and Mountaineers"
by W.R. Rickmers, December, 1909.

Rottefella (rat trap) bindings originally had
6 pins. They were made for racing.

EQUIPMENT

Poles For Nordic Skiing

A beginner will use Nordic poles largely for balance while the more skilled skier will use
them entirely for propulsion.
To be efficient for propulsion the poles should be about 80'Yo of your height. They should come
to somewhere between your armpit and top of your shoulder. You cannot double pole efficiently or perform a correct diagonal stride with too short of a pole and poorly adjusted straps.
If you ski a lot of difficult downhill terrain and tight trees, you might use shorter poles,
but I don't.
If you are this height: Select this pole length:
4'10"

120cm

5'1"
5'3"

125cm
130 cm

5'5"

135cm

5'7"

140cm

5'10"

145cm

6'1"
6'3"
6'5"

150cm
155cm
160 cm

Ski pole length for Nordic skiing
according to Swix. For mountainous

terrain perhaps select 5cm shorter.
Correct pole length for
good trails - shorter for more.
mountainous terrain.

Grips and Straps

The grip and strap are also very important to correct pole action. Big alpine style grips
make correct technique virtually impossible.

Correct use of strap

Correct strap length
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Pole Baskets
If you ski mainly in prepared tracks where the snow is firm and your poles don't sink in,
small baskets work well and the low swing weight will save a great deal of energy.
If you ski in ungroomed areas, you may prefer larger baskets. Most folks choose medium
or large baskets. While I have used small baskets with complete success in many back
country situations, they don't provide the push and balance of a larger basket. Too large
a basket, however, is difficult to pull out of the snow and can catch on branches quite
easily.
Symmetrical baskets are quite traditional. Asymmetrical baskets come from racing. They
are the most efficient for travelling over the snow. The only downside is that your poles
won't stand up as well when stuck in the snow and you can't push backwards very well with
them. It is usually easy to change basket types.

A variety of baskets (traditional touring on left, track on right).

Pole Shafts
Lighter, stiffer and stronger - this is what you want. There are two important different
kinds of strength: bending and impact. You don't want your poles to bend. They should
be stiff and resist bending for efficiency. If your skis have metal edges then you should
us~ metal poles for impact strength and cut resistance. Fiberglass and other composites
are prone to nicking and break easily after being cut with metal edges.
Adjustable poles are available, but I have always found them to be complicated and heavy,
thus clumsy. They are unnecessary (even a hindrance) for most cross-country skiing - the
grips on most adjustable poles are often poor for correct Nordic skiing, although they
are fine for walking and downghill. They are extremely popular, however.
"Good sticks are made of male bamboo... "
- Arnold Lunn, 1931
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EQUIPMENT
Backpack
You'll need a backpack to carry your extra clothing. You'll also need to carry at least:
food
first aid kit
wax kit
headlamp
extra ciothing

drinks (I like a thermos and a wooden cup)
repair kit
skins (not at touring centers)
sunglasses
navigational equipment

The best packs for really high energy activities have well ventilated backs. Most packs
do not provide good ventilation. This makes a huge difference in sweat management
and comfort. Don't buy a pack too small. It is easier to carry a half full larger pack. It
doesn't work so well to overload a pack with gear all over the outside to catch on trees
and flop around.
Many people like waist belts to keep the pack in place and also to take part of the load.
Overly large belts on a small pack simply get in the way without doing anything better
than a smaller appropriate waist belt. Chest straps have the same shoulder relief effect as putting your thumbs under your shoulder straps (which you can't do holding ski
poles). Remember however that all belts and straps interfere with ventilation. It is nice
if they're removable or can be fastened out of the way when not needed, I have found
them to get in the way in airports, trains, grocery stores and other public places.
"The best knapsack has a light steel frame which
distributes the weight between shoulders and hips,
keeping the bag away from your back and thus permitting
the air to circulate and prevent the otherwise inevitable
perspiration."
- From Skiing, with a Chapter on Snowshoeing
by Ornulf Poulsen, 1924.

MEIS oG RYGSA::K .

Deuter pack with a well ventilated back

Pagel~

EQUIPMENT
KITS - FIRST AID KIT, REPAIR KIT AND TOOL KIT
First Aid Kit

I always carry some sort of blister kit. Folks should tend to their known problems in
advance since in the cold it is a great pain in the __ for everyone else to stop for this.
Still it is important to stop as soon as a problem is evident. It will only be worse later
and can spell disaster on an extended trip. I also carry a roll of adhesive tape. With that
and some ingenuity y.ou should be able to deal with any short term first aid issues. Duct
tape works very well to both prevent and repair blisters.
Repair Kit and Tool Kit

This depends on your skis, bindings, trip, etc.
It should include:
Extra ski tip if skis are wood
Duct tape
A little steel wool for loose screws,
some extra screws for your brain.

Don't forget your brain!
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Fiber reinforced tape
Cord or cable for cable bindings
Swiss Army Knife

EQUIPMENT

Remember that Colorado has more avalanches

01

'

'·, than any other state and the survival rate after
30 minutes is less than 50 percent! Before heading out on any back country trip check out the
current avalanche conditions and get information
from the Colorado Avalanche Information Center: www.avalanche.state.co.us/ or (303) 4999650. One should join and support this organization.

Avalanche Beacons are radio t ransceivers that are worn on your body under your clothing
- never in your pack. They are used to quickly locate buried avalanche victims. Beacons do
not make you immune to avalanches so caution must always be exercised. They greatly increase
your odds of survival if your companions also have beacons, probes, and shovels and know how
to use them. Unfortunately beacons are not inexpensive, but everyone in a ski party on risky
terrain should wear one. It is most important to avoid avalanches in the first place.
Probe poles can greatly increase the efficiency of a rescue. They are also very handy for
determining snow depth prior to digging a snow cave. Made small and light, these are available
either as probe poles (convertible ski poles) or as a bonafide probe. Most skiers prefer the
probe poles for versatility, while snowboarders generally like the compactness of a probe.
Probes are an essential rescue tool. Real probes work much better than probe poles.
Shovels are one of the most important accessories that you can carry on a winter back country excursion, even for day trips and out-of-bounds skiing. They can be used to dig a pit for
snow study, to excavate an avalanche vietim in a hurry (ever try to dig avalanche debris with
a ski tip?), to make a snow shelter in an emergency, to build snow walls for a tent, as a stove
platform, or to dig your car out of a snowbank. Learn the proper way to dig out an avalanche
victim to save a lot of critical time.
Your shovel should be sturdy enough to handle hard use and have a large enough blade to move
snow quickly. Ideally, everyone will have their own shovel but, as a minimum, there should be
at least two in any group. These should never be buried in the same avalanche! Remember the
shovel in your friend's pack may save your life! Expeditions and large groups should also carry
an extra large shovel to expedite camp setup. Beacons are useless without shovels.
Floatation devices are new to the market. They work with limmitations. Because of their
weight and the terrain you will normally ski, I can't recommend floatation devices as necessary for ski touring. In any case, it is better to avoid avalanches in the first place.
Slopemeters allow you to accurately measure the angle of the slope, so that you can avoid
those critical slopes. Most avalanches occur on slopes between 30 to 45 degrees.
Snow Saws are very helpful for performing Rutschblock tests to check snow stability. They
also save a lot of energy when digging snow caves and building igloos.
All of the above equipment is useless without knowledge.
Consider taking a class. Practice, practice, practice. Some ski areas have beacon practice parks.
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EQUIPMENT
The minimum slope angle for the initiation of an avalanche is about 25 -30 degrees. Few
skiers carry an inclinometer. However, the Norwegians have a slick way to estimate a
25 degree slope [see below diagram]. Hold one ski pole vertically. Hold the second pole
horizontal, with the end of the grip at the midpoint of the vertical pole. A line connecting
both tips is approximately 25 degrees. One can do this procedure quickly while traversing a slope.
"' Peter Birkeland
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King Olav V and his avalanche
poodle (named "Troll ").

"Avalanche poodles might be considered the exception to the no dogs on soft snow trails rule."
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EQUIPMENT
Clothing

Cross country skiing, snowshoeing, or, heaven forbid, hiking in the winter are all high
energy activities. Your greatest problem will be to dissipate heat, to not sweat excess ively, and to stay warm when you take a break. Probably the toughest situation I have
had to dress for was racing in Greenland. Although it was sometimes colder than -30°f,
heat and sweating w~re real problems.

Artie Circle Race, Greenland, 2003
3 days, 100 miles and more than 14,000 feet of climbing
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EQUIPMENT
How to Dress - The most versatile way to dress is with a variety of layers that you can
adjust to meet your needs. Layers are not warmer and are heavier than a single correct
layer. It is, however, very difficult or impossible to choose the correct single layer.
Multiple layers are versatile. In Colorado, especially on the Front Range, you need a wind
shell. I recommend one with a hood. It need not be expensive but it needs to reduce the
chilling effects of the wind. Your wind shell in the winter should breathe exceptionally
well. Any fiber can work.
Uncoated, tightly-woven fabrics also cut the wind and breathe well. These days they are
called softshells. Fabrics with coatings and laminations, while maybe more waterproof,
do not breath well enough for high energy output activites. If you ski away from touring
centers you should have a hood. Your shell should fit over everything else. Event® and
Polartec® Neoshell® is currently is the most breathable waterproof fabrics. You will
probably not need a waterproof shell in the winter, whereas in the spring it might rain.

All the other layers should be wool, which has the largest comfort range, or perhaps
various synthetics. Cotton as an insulation is extremely cold when wet and so generally
a poor choice.
Your pants should allow for comfortable freedom of movement and be roomy enough for
long johns. You should have wind shell pants for the backcountry though partial shells
with windproof fronts can be great for touring centers. They're windproof where you
need it and breathe really well where you need that. Cutting cold wind on your knees and
thighs can really add to your comfort and performance. Your pants do not need to be
Waterproof.
When I go skiing I get the legs approximately right and do most temperature adjusting
on the top. Cross country ski clothing appropriate for ski touring centers is very similar
to bicycle clothing. Always carry a wind shell, and remember, in the spring it can rain.
I often bring a medium or heavy knit hat, a light knit hat and always a light balaclava.

All that doesn't weigh much and is very versatile. Wool has a much broader comfort
range than synthetic fibers.
Keeping your hands warm is critical. It isn't just comfort. You can't perform important
survival skills if your hands don't work. (Read To Build a Fire by Jack London.) In
reserve I carry a simple mitten shell and a simple wool mitten. (Synthetics are cold
when wet.) Even a spare pair of wool socks can work. Know your needs and carry lots of
reserve handwear. Keep it simple. Complex glove systems may not work if part of the
system is missing.
For skiing some people usually use a glove for better pole manipulation (though mittens
are warmer). You'll have to figure out what works best for you. Always remember to carry
reserve mittens. I raced with lightweight mittens in Greenland cmd Finland. My experience is that synthetic glove liners are very cold when wet. Wool is superior.
Victim
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EQUIPMENT CHECK LIST FOR SKI MOUNTAINEERING AND LONG TOURS
This equipment list may seem a little unusual, but it is designed to really help you make
decisions. The whole point is that you must be able to carry most of your gear if necessary. Too often I see people with packs that are too small. It is easy to carry a partially
empty pack. It is especially inconvenient to ski or travel with gear tied all over the outside
of your pack, and a pack packed extremely tightly makes access to equipment difficult.
So, load your pack with the maximum. See if all that gear fits and think about whether
or not you want to carry all those optional items. If you use huts and hotels you may not
need tents, bivy sacks, sleeping bags, or cooking gear. A few hard core purists don't use
the huts. In which case you'll have to carry camping gear (not listed).
Try to keep your pack under 151bs or you will likely experience difficulties, especially
downhill.
ALWAYS TEST YOUR GEAR BEFORE USING IT ON A BIG TRIP. ALWAYS CHECK
YOUR GEAR FOR INCIPIENT FAILURE BEFORE EVERY TRIP.
MINIMUM YOU'LL WEAR SKIING: {This means you'll have to CARRY the rest)
PACKED HAVE

NEED

0

0

0

Ski boots

0

0

0

Socks

0

0

0

Ski pants

0

0

0

Gaiters

0

0

0

Belt or suspenders

0

0

0

Shirt (Preferably wool, which has a very wide comfort range and holds less
body ordor than synthetic.)

0

0

0

Wrist watch (unless you want a really even tan)

0

0

0

Unmentionables

0

0

0

Skis with appropriate bindings, maybe including runaway straps

0

0

0

Ski poles (I consider adjustable length optional. Probe conversion could be
considered optional. Real probes are much better).

0

0

0

Avalanche beacon (Generally considered optional in Scandinavia)
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MAXIMUM YOU'LL HAVE TO CARRY
PACKEC>
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HAVE

NEEi>

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

In Norwa:y for hut to
hut ski touring the
DNT recommends
that your pack should
not exceed 15kg.

Wind pants
Shell jacket or pullover with hood (If there is a
chance of rain, this should be waterproof. If it isn't waterproof, also take a rain jacket.)
Sweater (wool or fleece)
Down jacket with hood
Gloves
Extra pair of wool gloves
Mittens
Warm hat (wool or fleece)
Balaclava
Running shoes (optional). Should fit over ski socks and be as lightweight and compact
as possible.
Extra socks
Sunglasses, extra sunglasses
Money (local currency for huts - not all huts accept credit cards)
Credit card
Passport
Phone numbers, addresses
Maps, route descriptions
Compass
Other navigational aids
Whistle
Photographic supplies (including extra batteries and extra memory)
Personal drugs
Safety pins
Blister Kit (mole skin, Second Skin or Compeed, etc)
Adhesive tape
Duct tape
T.P.
Toilet Kit (include bar of soap for laundry)
1 Liter Bottles (2)
Skins (be sure your adhesive is good and they're
sprayed for water repellancy before the tour)
Wax Kit
Knife
Sun lotion
Lip stuff
Stuff sacks
Ziplock bags
Headlamp with extra bulb & extra batteries
Ski tie straps
Share of group gear
Pack - be sure it's plenty big
Repair kit
Sleeping sack, for huts
Avalanche Kit (transceiver, shovel, probe) (kit may be optional)

FOR GLACIER TRAVEL

PACKED

HAVE

NEED

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Prusiks or other ascenders (optional)
Locking Carabiner (optional)
Standard Carabiner (3) (optional)
Ice Axe with guards (optional)
Crampons (optional)
Harness, as light as possible (maybe tie in to the rope directly) (optional)

GROUP NECESSITIES (You may have to carry a share.)

PACKED

HAVE

NEED

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Repair Kit:

Vise grips
Wire
Duct tape (Some people think that any problem can be solved with
duct tape. Once it was even suggested as a solution for
having no bathing suit in a public hot tub.)
Screw drivers
Cord
Pole splint
Basket
Skin glue
Binding parts
Fiber reinfoced tape
Cable ties (zip ties)
Pulley(s) (optional)
Rope(s) - mark in thirds or quarters for easy roping up for glacier travel
· (optional)

*Note that I haven't included a First Aid Kit as such. Everyone should have various things that can fill the need with
a little ingenuity.

OPTIONAL. VERY USEFUL ITEMS

PACKED

HAVE

NEED

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Neck gaiter
Long Johns
Hat with wide brim (For sun & rain. I have found better sun protection with a
hat and 4 SPF sun screen than with no hat and 15 SPF sunscreen.)
Shorts
Extra wool shirt to wear while the other dries
Bandana
Notebook, Day planner
Pens
Reading material
Altimeter
Sewing Kit
Ear plugs
Small towel
Thermos
Hut slippers or light, compact runners
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CROSS COUNTRY AND SKI TOURING CLUBS
DNT
In Norway join th~ DNT (D~ri Norske Turistfore~ingeh - the Norwegian Mountain
Touring Association - www.turistforeningen.no). Th¢ir office is convenient iri downtown
Oslo and many other Norwegit:m cities.
Colorado Mountain Club (www.cmc.org)

In Colorado, join the CMC. They provide instruction, lead tours, and maintain some
huts.

CMC cabin at Brainard Lake

Bibi Gottschall on
Hardanger j0kul
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.-..

SKI MOUNTAINEERING WITH NORl)IC SKIS. AT HOME ANb ABROAI)
. . .
.
(CALLED ''TOP TOURING'' IN NORWAY)
..
"Going up hil/is extremely tiring and difficult, running downhill is very danger()LJS, tf/salmost impossible to
avoid obstacles and once you fall, which you are highly likely to do, you are po~itivelyh~lples$ in this long
footwear."
- ~heo~ore Wunclt, 189~

Since you can travel a very long way in a short tim¢ on Nordic skis, you can find yours.e lf
in serious trouble when even ci seemingly small thing goes wrong. Depending on how difficult it is to reach safety, you should seriously consider ·carrying ·everything on these
list~. pon't limit your thinking to the content of this bqoklet, Since weight interferes
\-Vith skiing, take the lightest weight gear that is durable enough for your trip and performs adequately downhill.

Skis
Nordic skis are lightweight for conservation of energy.The turnin.g aqility of different
models varies greatly. If you can execute a quick kick turn .or ajutnpturn on a steep slope
you can often descend much faster than skiers who are Iimited to Telemark or Christiania
turns. High speed descents and lots of turning on steep terrain are not what Nordic skis
typically do well although some models are rather good. Never forget that there is no ski
patrol in the backcountry. Cell phones often don't work. Quick re.s cue seldom happens.
You must ski accordingly which means skiing within your ability and slowly enough to avoid
dangers such as crevciss¢s, diffs, trees, and other obstacles. You are less likely to be
.seriously injured in a slow speed f9ll than ih a high speed ohe. Match your equipment to
the terrain you'll be skiing, to your ability and your expectations.

Boots
Wide skis are difficult to edge with soff boots so it is important to match your skis
a·nd boots. Stiffer and heavier boots provide more control put offer substantially l~.ss
touring co_m fort and speed. NNNBC and Salomon system bo.o ts are not great for hiking
cind rocky terrain can damage them ~qsily. 75 mm sk! boots have soJ~s that work better
for hiking, but remember that if you get ,small gravel/dirt in the phi holes you can have
problems when using pin bindings. All Nordic ski boots are poor climbing boots, although
leather 75 mm boots are OK hiking boots.

Light touring gear ot:i Galdhepiggen, the highest
mountain in Norway (Jotunheimen Mountains).
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Bindings - Free Heel

When using pin binding exclusively, boot soles can eventually break. Free heel cable bindings are generally reliable but rocks can tear off cable guides; cables break (rarely) and
front throws can be mangled.
Use runaway leashes. The last thing you want to see is your skis disappearing thousands
of feet down a slope or deep into a crevasse. These are generally weak enough to break
in the event of an avalanche.
Don't use pin bindings without cables for mountaineering. The pin binding/boot system
isn't strong enough. Pins rip through plates and rubber in the boots and big boots can
rip the pins out of the bindings. Such damage is not covered by warranty. Cables add
strength and provide more control.
Do not hike in NNBC boots. Damage caused by hiking is not covered by warranty.
Blisters are a greater problem if you use skins since you can climb quite steeply. If you
use skins, consider some kind of heel elevator. They may save your heels.
Poles

Fixed length poles are lightest and strongest and allow faster touring. Your poles should
come to between your armpits and the tops of your shoulders for efficient touring. You
can always move your grip down the poles if you need them to be temporarily shorter.
For downhill runs many people prefer shorter poles. Adjustable poles are the only real
alternative if you can't adapt to skiing with the normal touring length.
Some folks buy poles that convert to avalanche probes. If you think you need a probe, a
real probe Is better. Convertible poles are very poor substitutes. A probe is also a very
good thing to determine snow depth for digging a snowcave.
Clothing

Shell top with hood. (Your hood should fit over plenty of hats and protect your face); shell
pants; gaiters; down (lighter than synthetics) jacket or vest; knit hat; (Hat with brim
is nice if it is snowing or raining); light weight balaclava; gloves; mittens; mitten shells
(these shells do not need to be waterproof in Colorado except perhaps in the spring).
For travel to Europe I generally take dark colored trousers that are a little dressier
than Levi's. I also take a couple of polo shirts, dressier than T-shirts. It might happen
that you want to eat in a nice restaurant. I don't take any of this touring.
I wash clothing when I bathe. The clothes usually dry overnight so I only need two of
anything. This is a simple lightweight system but it demands attention. Laundromats are
not always convenient during a long trip.
I use wool. It doesn't stink nearly as much as synthetics and I think it handles moisture
better. Synthetic under clothing has had no place in my wardrobe for many years.
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When touring, I take two wool long underwear shirts. If it is cold I wear both. Normally,
I have a clean one to wear while I wash the other. I take at least two sets of socks.
If you're camping then pay extra attention to your selection of clothing.
Miscellaneous
Lip stuff; sun lotion; glasses; goggles; food; water; headlamps; photo gear; signal devices
(mirror, whistle).
Navigation Aids
Map; compass; altimeter; GPS; guidebook. Don't bother if you don't know how to use
them.
First Aid Kit
Be sure to include blister remedies.
Avalance Tools
Don't forget your brain. Avoid avalanches in the first place. Transceiver; shovel; probe
- can be your ski poles (real probes are much better than ski poles).
Propulsion Kit
Waxes; cork; scraper; skins.
Repair and Tool Kit
This will depend on what gear you use and the length and remoteness of your trip.
Epoxy - You can keep a ski warm enough inside your sleeping bag at night for the
epoxy to set up. This will work for many delaminations, screw pullout, etc.
Extra Screws
Steel Wool - It makes an excellent, high strength filler for stripped snow holes,
especially in combination with epoxy (list contiunes on the following page).
Fiber Reinforced Tape - It is very strong, much more so than duct tape. Also
take duct tape.
Assorted Nails - Take a few assorted nails to make rivets and to wire things
together.
Heavy Soft Wire
Swiss Army Knife - A Swiss Army Knife with (1) awl, (2) wood saw, (3) metal saw,
(4) assorted screwdrivers and (5) knife blade (sharp).
Needlenose Vise Grips
Binding Specific Repair Kits - Including cable, screws, bolts, side hitches, tough
cord (variety of uses including substitute for broken cable), front throw, side
throw, possibly an entire spare binding. If the group uses the same things then a
repair kit can be simpler. Many parts will not be widely available in local stores.
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Boot Repair Kit - May be useful.
Poles - Pole splint, extra pole, extra pole tip(s) and basket(s).
Cable Ties (zip ties) - Can be very useful.
Multi Tools - Tools are covered above, however many people like these.
Pack for Carrying Everything
You should be able to carry your skis on your pack. Packs with massive suspension systems
may carry heavy loads well but can interfere with your hip, torso, and arm movement when
skiing and climbing - even if the pack isn't very full. For short tours in the backcountry you'll
need at least a 30 liter pack. For extended tours with plenty of survival gear you'll need 60
liter capacity or more.
Photo Gear
Be sure you're happy with your camera's snow picture performance. Light colored clothing
photographs best. Avoid blacks, purples, dark off-reds and so on.
Minimal Climbing Gear
(You probably won't need this unless you are travelling on glaciers.)
Webbing Swami Belt - This can be tied into a harness if necessary. It can also be cut
up for a cheap anchor. Very lightweight.
Rope - 9 mm or smaller - double it for serious leads.
Prusiks - Not larger than 5 mm if your rope is small diameter and slippery. The Wild
Country Rope Man and the Petzl Tibloc (lighter still) are good, convenient mechanical
devices.
Pulley
Ice Axe or Hammer - Not an aluminum pick and adze for serious climbing.
Crampons - Not aluminum for serious climbing. Aluminum is okay for less serious tours.
Be sure your crampons fit your boots. Tele boots can be a real fit problem.
Ice Pro - An ice screw is often the quickest strong thing to place in glacier ice.
Slings - Tied ones are cheaper and easier to thread through or around something.
Belay/Rappel Gadget - Figure B's are heavy and twist ropes. Two-hole plates are
lightweight, don't twist ropes, and keep two ropes separate for rappel rope retrieval.
Consider body belay and rappel as a still lighter and cheaper alternative.
Locking Carabiner - Convenient, though two opposed gate non-locking carabiners can
be used equally well.
Rock Pro - Depends on the area.
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Skills You Should Have
Building Emergency Shelters - snow caves, igloos etc.
First Aid
Navigation - Map reading, compass, altimeter, dead reckoning.
Ropework - Basic belaying techniques, simple climbing, simple knots.
Skiing - Ski all snow types. You must be able to stop instantly. You must be able to side
slip on any terrain. You must be able to do some kind of turn on any slope. Develop a totally
reliable kick turn. When skiing with a pack I never use a waist belt. I get into shape to
carry the pack without one. If the pack bounces around, even in moguls, it means that I am
skiing poorly. It is not the pack's fault. Try to smooth out your skiing by skiing with a light
pack and no waist belt. You'll save a great deal of energy skiing smoothly.
Crevasse Rescue - Learn one simple system so that it is automatic. Learn how to make
anchors without ice screws. Cut bollards; cut a slot for your ice axe; use equipment as a
deadman, etc.
Avalanche Avoidance Skills Know what to do just in case.
Equipment - Learn how to use all the gear you have with you, especially your skins and
your bindings. Know how to use your repair kit.
Languages - English works remarkably well but take the time to learn a few basics like
numbers, directions, etc. Fortunately many people in Scandinavia and northern Europe speak
some English.
Miscellaneous Thoughts
Public transport to ski destinations in Europe is fairly frequent and convenient. Rental cars
may not be necessary.
On Sundays many stores are closed, so anticipate this when you're shopping for necessities.
Don't count on doing any recreational shopping after noon on Saturday until Monday. Resort
towns are not as bad as cities in this respect.
Museums are often closed on Mondays since they're usually open on weekends.
Credit cards aren't accepted as widely as in this country (though this is changing); plan to use
cash more than you would at home. ATM's will usually give you the best rate, if you use your
ATM system.
Weather in Scandinavia and the Alps can be terrible. Be flexible. Be interested in new places.
There are lots of sights to see while you're waiting for better weather. Of course, the better
your mountain skills, the less weather will interfere with your plans.
Easter in ski areas can mean crowds, but after Easter things really slow down. Many hotels
close soon after Easter, but this isn't a big problem. Some stay open.
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You should know these for crevasse rescue

'I'

Anchor

Rope is pinched
between carabiners.

Prusik knot ·
A simple crevasse rescue
pully system requiring onl
three non locking carbiner
and a sling to attach to t
anchor.
Prusik knot

.71

-.J,
Victim
Anchor

How to tie a Gorda knot.
Rope is
pinched
between
carabiners.

Victim
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Victim

Victim

BASIC CROSS COUNTRY TECHNIQUES AND EXERCISES
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BASIC CROSS COUNTRY TECHNIQUES AND EXERCISES

(See diagrams on the following pages. Not all skills and exercises are illustrated.)
A. Learn to put on the equipment correctly
·Skis
·Poles (see illustration from pole section)
B. Falling down and getting up - the fall line

C. Turns on the flat when stationary
·Turn around tips
·Turn around tails
• Kick turn - this also works on slopes

D. Moving on the flat or gentle up hills
·Bend knees
• Position weight forward and over feet
• Double pole
·Diagonal
• Side step
• Forward sidestep
·Herringbone

E. Downhill
• Straight running postion for stability i:;:.~~ill
• Telemark position for stability
• Snowplow to slow down
• Pole drag to slow down
• Use soft snow outside of tracks to
control speed
·Side slip
F. Turns when moving
• Step turn, skate turn
• Snow plow (stem) turn
• Telemark turn

:·.
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BASIC CROSS COUNTRY TECHNIQUES

KICK TURN

Start the push with the
foot flat on the ski.
Push off with rear foot. finally push off with the ball of your foot.
DIAGONAL STRIDE - The Diagonal Stride is most easily learned in groomed tracks.

DOUBLE POUNG - Useful on flat terrain or gentle downhils. Also useful to increase speed.
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BASIC CROSS COUNTRY TECHNIQUES

TURNING AROUND TIPS on flat ground

TURNING AROUND TAILS on flat ground

~~

c

---/;I /ta
l

______/

~~

71

STRAIGHT RUNNING POSITION - both heels down
Bend the knees more for more ability to absorb shock.

TELEMARK POSITION - one heel raised
These two positions provide excellent fore/aft stability when gliding.
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BASIC CROSS COUNTRY TECHNIQUES

HERRINGBONE

Keep your head up.
You will slip backwards more
easily if you look down.

Use when your wax doesn't grip enough.
Good for a "short" hill. Difficult in deep snow.

FORWARD SIDESTEP

BASIC CROSS COUNTRY TECHNIQUES

SNOWPLOW - used to slow down

~·
c=l

/A

~

Skis flat (not edged)

Legs straight - less edging and less braking, knees should be bent, legs relaxed.

Skis edged
Knees bent and angled inward - more edging and more braking

BRAKING WITH POLES for controlling speed downhill

Drag both poles together on one side
This is a technique of last resort. It is difficult
to do anything else from this position, and pole
damage is a real possibility.

SIDE SLIP

Ski edged, no side slipping

Ski less edged so ski slides sideways down hill
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BASIC CROSS COUNTRY TECHNIQUES
STEP/SKATE TURN - pick ski up then put it down in the direction you want to go.

New direction (rear view)

·~

\\

\\
New direction (front view)
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BASIC CROSS COUNTRY TECHNIQUES
STEM CHRISTIANIA OR STEM CHRISTIE

Ease into c Snowplow

"Falls are due to a lack of will-power."
- From the Complete Ski Runner
by Arnold Lumn

Increase the weight on the outside ski

"In Norway, indeed, both these rapid turns (this page and the next)
are called Telemark swings; but as they are really substantially
different, I have thought that it best to retain the erroneous, but
new widely-adopted name of "ChristianiaH for one of them."
··
- E. C. Richardson, 1909

After the turn
bring the skis together
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BASIC CROSS COUNTRY TECHNIQUES
TELEMARK TURN

n~~
.
,'~

Slide the .uphill ski forward,
raise the rear heel

p//Jf
~/

u·

"I use only two turns - one to the left and one
to the right."
- Dr. Hoek

Push the heel of the forward
ski out
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WAXING FOR TOURING IN COLORADO
GRIP AND GLIDE - CROSS COUNTRY SKIING
Those of you who have tried downhill (alpine) skiing may wonder how one can travel easily uphill or across flats on skis. They seem to work poorly at best even in a lift line, much less for
uphill skiing. Two things make all the difference between alpine and cross country skiing. First:
the heels are free. In fact, fixed heel skiing didn't become popular even for alpine skiing until
well into the 20th century. There were no lifts until the 1930s and even then there were few.
Second: the skis stick to the snow yet they can also slide when we want them to. Sliding we can
easily imagine, but how do the skis grip the snow when we need it? Wood is a remarkable base
material. Its porous, fibrous structure allows dry snow crystals to get a little "bite" for grip,
but not too much, so the ski can continue to slide when pushed along. The disadvantage of wood
is icing in wet conditions. An additional aid for grip, also thousands of years old, is animal skin
fixed to the ski base with the fur pointing rearward. Moose (Elg in Norwegian) was probably
the most commonly used skin because of availability, although in more modern times seal skins
have been considered to be the best. I have used seal skins and their performance is equal to
modern "skins" made of either mohair or nylon, although the seal skins are less durable. Modern
skis have polyethylene "P-tex" bases. The big advantages of P-tex are better glide and water
proofness. Unfortunately, P-tex glides so well that there is zero grip, so we must compensate.
Skins grip well but glide poorly. The other ways to achieve grip and yet retain glide are wax or
mechanical methods 'like "fish scales" or other patterns in ski bases. Skis with such patterns
are called "waxless" even though wax will improve their performance.

ABOUT SNOW
Crystals
~+ New snow - very sharp pointy crystals that easily bite into wax. Wax "takes a impres-

·t-1t.

sion" of the snow crystals.

~ Old transformed snow - somewhat rounded off in shape. The points are broken or

CvJ melted off. These old crystals don't penetrate wax as easily as new pointed ones, so
softer

Q

wax is used.

Melted and refrozen crystals - no points. They will only penetrate the appropriate
honey-like Klisters.

Cohesiveness is a big consideration in our very dry Rocky Mountain powder. If the snow doesn't
stick to itself, even if you use the right wax you'll get little grip. Cohesiveness is mostly a function of water content.
Very cold; dry snow allows poor glide. It is a lot like skiing on sand. Very wet snow is also slow
due to suction created by water. Medium water content provides just the right amount of lubricant without creating too much suction and the snow sticks together for good grip.
Dry snow - you cannot make a snowball
Moist snow - you can make a snowball
Wet snow -you can squeeze water from the snowball
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WAXING FOR TOURING IN COLORADO
WAXABLE SKIS
Waxed skis are far superior to waxless skis when the snow is cold and dry, conditions which are very
common in the Rockies during the winter. The waxes used in these conditions are easy to apply and
inexpensive.
Keep it Simple in Colorado

Two tools - cork (synthetic is best) and scraper
Few waxes - Swix (or equivalent)
Swix Polar (rarely needed)
Swix Green
Swix Blue Extra - the most universal hard wax
Swix Violet Special
Waxes, cork and two choices of scrapers.
Swix Red/Silver
Most people in Colorado use skins or waxless skis in preference to honey-like Klisters, but skins
don't glide well.
*Waxes are color-coded acccording to the temperature they are best suited for.
New Waxable Skis
When I take my new skis home, I wax the full length of the bases with a hard wax such as Swix Polar
or Green and polish with a cork. Then I keep them in a warm room. It takes warmth and time for wax
to penetrate and bond to your ski base. Quality bases are porous. The pores are produced when the
polyethylene is sintered during production. Wax will actually soak into sintered bases.
Neptune Mountaineering in Boulder, Colorado hosts wax clinics throughout the ski season. Check the
website at www.neptunemountaineering.com for a schedule of upcoming shows and clinics.
Waxing for touring should be kept very simple. You'll see wax racks full of many waxes that split
hairs with regards to temperature, humidity and snow texture. These are mostly for racing. I carry
only two or three waxes for touring depending on the temperatures I expect. That's how simple it
is in Colorado most of the time. (Remember, I suggested that everyone should have both waxable
and waxless skis, and probably skins too, at least if you like your season to extend from October
through June or July).
For touring I wax long, that is, almost the full length of the ski. In good tracks you can wax shorter
but on trails where folks hike (the worst), snowshoe, and ski and the snow is cold and loose, wax long
(full length).
There is a substance called binder which is not a wax. It makes an intermediate layer between the
base and your first layer of wax. It must be applied with heat (torch or iron) and it must be covered
with wax since it neither glides nor grips well. It does help the wax that is applied over it to stay
on the ski. It is difficult to remove. It is better not to put binder on long - only the middle third of
your skis . I don't use it for touring. The first layer of grip wax must be ironed into the binder.
You do not need gliders (alpine waxes) except for maximum performance with short grip wax in good
tracks, or on .the tips and tails of waxless skis for better glide.
I seldom use wax remover. If there is a great deal of wax accumulated after many ski trips, I simply
scrape it thin and polish what remains. Wax sticks to wax very well and you can simply wax over the
thin pol ished wax, however if you use klister, wax remover becomes more important.
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WAXING FOR TOURING IN COLORADO
How to Apply Wax
Hard Wax
Crayon on: Nearly full length for hard (stick) waxes - waxing short (the middle third
of the ski) often called a "kicker" only works well in hard. even tracks. Polish with a
cork.

i
Ski on even snow and good tracks.
Short wax can work if snow is
cohesive and the tracks are hard.

Your skis will not grip very well when hikers or dogs
have made the snow surface uneven. Waxing long
provides the most contact between wax and snow.

Klisters
Kl isters are necessary for snow that has
melted and refrozen.
Apply short and spread out. Be especially
careful and neat. Always clean skis immediately after use. Wipe your scraper with
newspaper or fiberlene then burn. Use Nivea
cream to clean your hands. Use solvent if
you need to get your skis super clean. Most
folks prefer waxless skis for warm Klister
conditions.
How to Improve Grip When Using Wax
With wax: first try thicker, then longer, then
rougher. Lastly, try the next softer??.
With technique: step down hard instead of
sliding on the ski.

Applying Klister (use your thumb,
hand or plastic spreader)

What to do When Wax is Icing or Snow is Clumping on Skis
With wax: polish the wax, cover the wax
with a harder wax or even rub a little
paraffin (glide wax) over your grip wax, or
scrape, then cork smooth and cover afterward.
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WAXING FOR TOURING IN COLORADO

When You May Have Waxing ProblE!ms
• Around and above the freezing point.
·Lots of sun and shade (big air temperature and snow temperature differences).
• Loose snow with big temperature differences between surface and underlying snow.
• New snow over re-frozen snow - big differences in snow textures.
• Snow falling with rain.
Solutions for Waxing Problems
·Learn what to expect and not to expect.
• Patience, you can nearly always get it right.
• Waxless skis: (all of these can ice too)
• Patterns: poorest grip in non-cohesive snow. Icing is easy to correct with
products such as Swix Easy Glide applied before the problem arises.
• Skins: grip better than anything but poor glide.
• Full length or short? What width? Full length and nearly full
width (don't cover edges) provides best grip at the expense of
glide. For most Nordic touring skis 35mm is plenty. Skins as
narrow as 17mm have been on the market. Short skins can work
well.
• Problems with skins:
• Icing (use skin wax or spray on water repellant).
·Not sticking to skis: warm skins or add touch up glue (well before
you need it).
• Slipping backwards on snow: skins too short, or too narrow, or the
slope is too steep.

Occasionally you will be traversing a hard packed slope. If you are on your ski edges
neither wax nor pattern, nor skis will grip since they do not contact the snow. On a
gentle side hill flatten the ski so the wax will grip. Waxless patterns don't grip well

~
~

Nocontuct

\Ski\_-~ Full contact
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Herringbone when going straight up a slope too steep for wax. It's easy on light gear.

THINGS YOU DON'T NEED TO KNOW ABOUT WAXING
Binder

This looks like hard grip wax. It is rubbery and must be ironed generally only on the
middle third of the ski. It will blend with grip wax and holds it longer. It does not grip
or glide well by itself. Racers may use it for grip wax durability in marathons, but not
always.
·
·
Glide Waxes

These are very hard waxes that only glide. Racers apply them with an iron to the tips
and tails of their skis for speed. If you do this you will need good technique and good
tracks for your skis to grip since the length of your grip wax will be short.
You can carry a piece to hand rub over your grip wax if you have icing problems.

Sintered Bases
Wax will stick to all bases, some better than others. The highest quality bases are
made by sintering polyethylene powder as opposed to melting it. Melted material has
virtually no porosity and cannot absorb wax well. Sintering powdered polyethylene
fuses the particles under heat and pressure leaving a great deal of pore space which
wax can soak into. Wax lasts longer on sintered bases.

Irons
For touring you do not need an iron, unless you use binder. If you do iron your wax in it
will last longer. Racers normally iron in the first layer even if not using binder.
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WAXLESS SKIS
Waxless skis really come into their own when the snow is damp or wet. Wet snow is easy to make a
snowball with. Loose, cold, dry snow (which we normally have in Colorado) crumbles and the little steps
in the ski bases have nothing to push against. For many years I have tested many different waxless
skis in many different snow conditions hoping to find the best. Unfortunately, I can only say that
there is no best pattern or ski all the time. To my surprise, some that I initially dismissed as barely
workable proved to be the "best" in different snow conditions.
Anyone who tells you that one particular ski or pattern is best probably doesn't have much experience with different skis and different
kinds of snow. Fortunately, most waxless skis work well in wet snow,
and waxable skis work well when the snow is cold and dry. Skins work
on all kinds of skis. Consequently, I recommend to everyone that
they should own both waxable and waxless skis and skins. Waxless
skis can ice up like waxable skis in the right conditions. It can be
very difficult to clean ice from waxless skis.
New Waxless Skis
You can use your new skis right off the rack but it is better to apply
a glide wax to the tip and tail, NOT the pattern. Glide waxes are
best if ironed on. There are anti-ice products for the pattern. Only
use the dry lubricants if you use skins. Liquid films such as Maxiglide
will ruin adhesive skins.

Ski bases

In cold loose dry snow like we have high on the Front Range of Colorado, you can really improve the
performance of your waxless skis in cold loose snow by using a little grip wax on the tips and tails
outside the pattern - never in the pattern of your waxless skis. Try Swix Blue Extra.
You can improve the glide of waxless skis with various easily wiped on base treatment. The proper
ones will not clog the gripping patterns like some wipe on waxes. Be careful with your selection. DO
NOT USE Maxiglide or anything like it if you use adhesive skins. You'll contaminate the adhesive of
your skuins and make them completely useless. If skins ice, rub them with glide wax parafin and/or
treat them with spray-on water repellant treatment~

Advantages
Low maintenance, works well in wet snow when usually difficult to wax.

Disadvantages
They're slow but this may not be a problem for you. It may even be an advantage.
If they slip you cannot adjust length of pattern. They have little grip in cold loose snow.
The pattern wears out. They can ice up when the conditions are right. This can be a big problem.
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,, SKINS - For uphill travel
Regardless of your backcountry ljlbtivation (countle$S turns, ·solltude, or covering distanc~), we need a form of propulsion to counter gravity, and ·this can be provided by kick

wax or climbltJg skins. The 111ore distance yqu're tryingto cover; the better choice wax
b~comes; it lets you get a reasonable grip while still providing excellent glide for the
most efficient touring. On the otherhand, if yqu like fo ski up steep slopes so that you
can ski down steep slopes, or if you're
carrying a substantial pa~k, climbing skins
m.ay be a better chqice. With skins you
q1n .climb extremely steep slopes, but they
provide.vf..ry little glide on the flats. They
a.re very inefficient on rolling terrain and
they ore a bother to put on and take off
repeatedly.
Qriginaily made of animal (any available
animoJ) skins, the best ones are now made
of nYlqnplush or 'mohair (goat hair). Due
to the far superior durability and water
repellency of nylon. For maximum climbing
.power, get skins that are nearly the full
1¢ngth ond width of the ski. However, 35
- 50 mm width offers a very good compromise for all Nordic touring skis. These are
practically the only widths you can find il'l
Norway and for good reason. It is enough,
itwor.ks, and it is lightweight. Most people
agree that adhesive skins give the best
•strictwarning:toallbeginnersNOTtoemploysealskin
performance: there ·are no straps to interbefore they have successfully climbed two or three
'
I
d
mountains on naked skis."
f ere wit h. edging, t hey don ts ip si eways on
- from "si<I-iNG for Beginners and Mountaineers"
the ski, and snow cannot build lip between the
by W.R. Ricktriers, December 1909.
ski and skin. Very sticky grip waxes should be
removed before use. You can scrape sticky wax thin, polish it and cover with a harder
wax if necessary. We suggest that you use a tip and tail attachment system with adhesive skins and always carry duct tape - just in case.
The adhesive on the skins will eventually wear out after a lot of use. On an extended
trip, it may be worthwhile to carry extra adhesive (I never have). While spot touch""ups
will work for a long time, eventually it's best to strip off all the old glue and reapply. To
maximize glide and minimize absorption of water, especially on older s'kins; a rub-on skin
wax or water repellant spray can mcike a noticeable difference.
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Skin Lock System
The Skin Lock system from Asnes of Scandinavia is a removeable STRAPLESS short adhesive skin that locks into little slits in Asnes skis. The Skin Lock system is far superior to
any patterned base in our cold, dry snow. It also works better on icy snow and very well in
any moist snow. The skins are easily removable and can be stuck on a normally grip-waxed
ski. Short skins are not a substitute for full length skins. They work well if the slopes are
not too steep.
Like other skins, when the conditions
are wrong the Skin Lock skins can
ice. It is easy to carry spares. They're
replaceable when they wear out.
The system can only be installed in
the Asnes factory in Norway. It cannnot be
retro fitted to other skis. They drag noticeably on
hard snow.

Kicker Stickers
These are short adhesive skins that stick to your ski bases under your feet. They are similar
to the Skin Lock skins, but there is a strap to hold the front of the skin onto the ski. This
strap unfortunately drags and can wear out and so is not as good as the Skin Lock system.
They will, however, attach to any ski. They work well if the slopes are not too steep.

Heel Elevators
If you use skins, heel elevators significantly reduce calf strain and blisters with very little
added weight. Long a standard item on alpine touring bindings, they are now available for
free heel bindings. If you ski un stP.P.b trnils nnd oftP.n usP. skins vou should r:onsider having
Heel elevator

Elevated

Climbing aids from the early 20th century

Flat
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_,

The Colorado Mountain Club has published a superb map for the numerous ski trail$ in
the Brainard Lake area (just west pf Ward).
·
·

There qre many other trails departing from trciilheads at the East Portal of Rollins Tun:nel, the town of Eldora, Peaceful Valley (watch o.ut for snowmobiles), Wild Bqsin, Morgine
Pc:trk, Bear Lake and Beaver Reseryoir in Rocky Mountain National Park; A little further
awo.y', Montezuma, Butler Gulch, Vail Pass and Rabbit Ears Pass all offer fc:tntastic touring
opportunities. Sadly Vail Pqss is rather overrun by sn()wmobiles these days and other
oreas qre similarly threatened. Good car shµttle downhill skiing can be found at both
L.oveland and Berthoud passes and o(l Mt. Evans in the Spring. Please remember, though,
that Colorado's back country has considerable avalc:tnc:he danger.

on

Skiing
groomed trails makes lear.nirig proper crpss country technique much easier.
Free groomed tracks within two hours of Bouloer (if you drive fast) can be four# at Sol
Vista in Gran9 C.o:Unty (www.solvista~com), the Vail Golf Course, Colorado Mountain College in Leadville (www.coloradomtn.edu/campus_.tmb/nordic-ski-'team/home.shtml) and in
Wyoming between Laramie and Cheyenne at Happy Jack Road courte?y of the Medicine
Bow Nordic Association (www.medbownordic.org).
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There are excellent groomed tracks, for a fee, within approximately two hours of Boulder
and may be found at Eldora Mountain Resort (the closest), Devil's Thumb Ranch (www.
devilsthumbranch.com), Snow Mountain Ranch (www.ymcarockies.org), Grand Lake Touring
Center (www.grandlakecolorado.com/touringcenter), Breckenridge Nordic Center (www.
breckenridgenordic.com), Gold Run (www.goldrunnordic.com), Keystone (www.keystone.
snow.com/info/nordic.asp) and the Frisco Nordic Center {www.colorado-xc.org).
While you may have chosen Nordic ski equipment to escape the lift lines and high ticket
prices, a few trips to the downhill slopes of Eldora Mountain Resort and especially Loveland Ski Area are recommended, particularly if you are new to the sport. These small,
friendly resorts are reasonably priced and have great open gentle downhill terrain which
will allow you to get the practice needed to enhance your back country skills. Both areas
also offer superb telemark instruction. Finding your limits on wide open beginner downhill
slopes will really add to your touring enjoyment.
Many Colorado summits can be reached easily on Nordic skis but beware of avalanches.
One of the most populor local summits is James Peak (13,294') which is usually reached
from St, Mary's glacier but can also be climbed from East Portal. The tour from East
Portal to Winter Park over Rogers Pass (11,860') is also popular (a car shuttle should be
arranged). Hard core skiers have skied to Winter Park for lunch and then skied back
to East Portal the same day.
In the Indian Peaks, exciting summits include Mt. Audubon (13,233'), Paiute Peak (13,088'),
Mt. Toll (12,979'), Pawnee Peak (12,860'), and Apache Peak (13,441'), all of which are accessed from Brainard Lake and are usually skiable in the spring. In the spring one can
bicycle up the Brainard Lake road before it is open for the summer. Rocky Mountain
National Park has a number of good destinations including Sundance Bowl, Tyndall Glacier
and the Fern Creek Ice Body (AKA Ptarmigan Glacier).
Near Denver, Mt. Evans, Grays and Torreys Peaks are excellent tours. There is also excellent ski mountaineering throughout the rest of the state, especially in the San Juans,
as well as the rest of the Rockies. Numerous hut and yurt systems provide opportunities
for great skiing in luxurious comfort.
The best peak skiing is in the spring - temperatures are mild, the days long, and avalanche
hazards are relatively low and more predictable than in winter. March, April and May
are the heaviest snow months. Great mountain skiing exists in May, June and even into
July.
DOGS
Dogs are prohibited on some trails. Skiers and dogs are unfortunately often a dangerous
mix and can result in injuries to both dogs and skiers. Also, since dogs damage ski trails
(because of soft dry snow conditions) it is generally recommended that they should not
be taken on soft ski trails.
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ETIQUETTE AND SAFETY TIPS FOR
CROSS- COUNTRY SKIERS AND SNOWSHOERS

With snow returning to the high country, it's time again to review proper manners and a
few safety rules.
•Yield to downhill skiers! On the flats, everyone should be prepared to yield.
• Always step off the trail each time you stop. This includes removing your poles
from the trail. Remind members of your party of this rule.
•Look behind you often for faster skiers and step aside to let them pass.
Skiers wishing t o pass should yell "track" or something else to signal their intent
to pass. Downhill skiers yell "on your left" or "on your right".
•Ski under control at all times and be prepared to stop.
• Snowshoers should avoid walking on
established ski tracks.
Consideration
• Obey all posted trail signs, including the
ones prohibiting dogs. You are liable if
either you or your dog causes injury to
another skier.
•Don't litter. Adhere to the rule of "pack
it in, pack it out".
• Eliminate wastes well off the trail
and away from stream beds. Use outhouses
whenever possible. And remember,
outhouses are not places for trash.
• Carry the 10 or so essentials. Protect
yourself from wind and sun as well
as cold. Know the signs and treatment
for hypothermia and dehydration.
• Consider starting out with hot water in
your water bottle and wrapping it in your
down jacket. Pre-chopping your
energy bars. Study the route beforehand and be sure y.ou have a map and
compass. A whiteout can turn a familiar trail into terra incognito.
•Be familiar with avalanches. Do not ski in an area that has avalanche danger.
• Car pool whenever possible. Many familiar summer parking areas are smaller in
winter. Carry chains, a shovel, even sand and jumper cables in your car. A
thermos of hot tea, coffee or chocolate stashed in the car can be quite
welcomeand might also help you deal with dangerous driving conditions after
being exhausted by a big ski trip.

Yield to
Do\Alnhill
Traffic

Happy, considerate and safe showshoeing and skiing!
Dog regulations for Brainard Lake and Indian Peaks Wilderness and other areas will be
posted at the trail heads. Contact the U.S. Forest Service for the latest updates.
PLEASE KEEP IN MIND, dogs do damage ski trails through post-holing, and they create
a hazard for other skiers as well as putting themselves at risk. Please try to keep dogs
at home. Please clean up after your dog, and pack it out.
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RECOMMENDED READING
(not all are in print)
Guide Books:
Backcountry Ski Berthoud Pass by Jordan Lipp
Backcountry Skiing and Snowshoeing in Grand County. Colorado by Deborah Carr and
Lou Ladrigart
Colorado Hut to Hut Vol. 1 and Vol. 2 by Brian Litz
Colorado 10th Mountain Huts and Trails by Lou Dawson
Dawson's Guide to the Fourteeners. North & South by Lou Dawson
Front Range Descents by Ron Haddad and Ellen Faughey
Winter Trails of the Front Range by Charle Oliver

Avalanche Books:
ABC's of Avalanche Saftey by Sue Ferguson
Avalanche Aware: Safe Travel in Avalanche Terrain by John Moynier
The Avalanche Handbook by David Mcclung
Staying Alive in Avalanche Terrain by Bruce Tremper

Skiing Books:
Allen & Mike's Really Cool Backcountry Ski Book by Allen O'Bannon and Mike Clelland
Allen & Mike's Really Cool Tele Tips Book by Allen O'Bannon and Mike Clelland
Freeheel Skiing by Paul Parker
Glacier Travel & Crevasse Rescue by Andy Seiters

Historical and Inspirational Books: (not all are in print)
Assault in Norway by Thomas Gallagher
Beyond the Poles by Rune Gjeldnes
Dead Men Walking by Rune Gjeldnes and Torry Larsen
The First Crossing of Greenland by Fritjof Nansen
Skis Againist the Atom by Knut Haukelid
The South Pole by Roald Amundsen
We Die Alone by David Howarth
Wild Snow by Lou Dawson

"In the spring when the last snow has snowed and the time has come for you to carry
your skis reluctantly to the attic, soak your skis with boiled linseed oil and find a block of
wood with even edges and about two and on-half or three inches each way. Put this between
the skis, not where the irons are, but where your heel rests. Then strap the curved ends
together just where the bend is about to begin, strap the other ends as far out as
possible. The result will be that in the late autumn, when the first snowfall arrives, you
will find your skis as springy as new, and not dried out nor brittle, and ready for use. 11
-SKIING With a Chapter on Snowshoeing
by Ornulf Poulson, 1924.
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